Through the corpus callosum, interhemispheric communication is mediated by callosal projection (CP) 13 neurons. Using retrograde labeling, we identified a population of layer 6 (L6) excitatory neurons as the 14 main conveyer of transcallosal information in the monocular zone of the mouse primary visual cortex (V1). 15 Distinct from L6 corticothalamic (CT) population, V1 L6 CP neurons contribute to an extensive reciprocal 16 network across multiple sensory cortices over two hemispheres. Receiving both local and long-range 17 cortical inputs, they encode orientation, direction, and receptive field information, while are also highly 18 spontaneous active. The spontaneous activity of L6 CP neurons exhibits complex relationships with brain 19 states and stimulus presentation, distinct from the spontaneous activity patterns of the CT population. The 20 anatomical and functional properties of these L6 CP neurons enable them to broadcast visual and nonvisual 21 information across two hemispheres, and thus play a major role in regulating and coordinating brain-wide 22 activity events. 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
Introduction 30
As the largest bundle of axonal fibers in the mammalian brain, the corpus callosum mediates 8 (F, G) Example fluorescence images of coronal brain sections with (F) CP neurons as starter cells and (G) their presynaptic neurons ipsilateral to the injection site. Arrows in insets of (G) pointing to presynaptic cells in dLGN.
(H, I) Fractions of (H) local (within V1) and (I) distant presynaptic neurons of L6 CP neurons.
Scale bars: 200 µm in (B, F) and insets of (C, G); 500 µm in (C, G).
To validate our rabies tracing method, we investigated the presynaptic cell population for L4 pyramidal 134 neurons. With L4 pyramidal cells as the starter cells (Figure 3B) , we observed prominent local (493 out of 135 726 mCherry + cells, n = 3 mice, Figure 3C and 3D) and long-range presynaptic cells (especially in dLGN, 136 214 out of 726 mCherry + cells, n = 3 mice, Figure 3C inset and Figure 3E ). This agreed with the known 137 connectivity of these neurons 28 and confirmed the validity of our rabies tracing method.
138
With CP cells in V1 as starter cells (Figure 3F) , we found strong local V1 inputs (2,150 out of 2,459 139 mCherry + cells, n = 6 mice, Figure 3G and 3H), as well as substantial ipsilateral long-range inputs from 140 V2 (V2M, V2L) and retrosplenial cortex (RSP) (262 out of 2,459 mCherry + cells, n = 6 mice) as well as 141 auditory cortex (AuC) and ectorhinal cortex (Ect) (47 out of 2,459 mCherry + cells, n = 6 mice; Figure 3G 142 and 3I). We also found a few presynaptic neurons in the contralateral hemisphere located in the 143 infragranular layer (Supplementary Figure 2) . These results indicate that CP neurons receive both local 144 V1 and long-range cortical inputs. Together with the rAAV2-retro experiments, these results suggested that 145 CP neurons receive both local and long-range cortical inputs, while simultaneously transferring information 146 to and integrating information from CP neurons in the contralateral hemisphere. Thereby, they form a 147 functional network that mediates cross-callosal information processing, allowing V1 in each hemisphere to 148 receive information from multiple cortical areas in its own as well as from the contralateral hemispheres.
150
Visually-evoked responses of L6 CP and CT neurons in V1 of awake mice 151 Having characterized the L6 CP neurons anatomically, we then investigated their visually-evoked responses 152 and compared them with L6 CT neurons, using in vivo calcium imaging (Figure 4) . L6 CT neurons in V1 153 of the left hemisphere were transfected with the calcium indicator GCaMP6s 29 by injecting 154 AAV2/1.syn.FLEX.G6s in V1 of the NTSR1-Cre mouse (Figure 4B ). L6 CP neurons were labeled using 155 the same approach as described above (AAV2/1.syn.FLEX.GCaMP6s in left V1 and rAAV2-retro.syn.Cre 156 in the contralateral V1, Figure 4D ). Presenting drifting gratings to the right eye (100% contrast, 6 s drifting 9 fluorescence microscope optimized for deep imaging 30 (Figure 4C, 4E) , we identified neurons with 162 detectable calcium transients. A neuron was considered as visually-evoked if its activity during at least one 163 drifting grating stimulus was significantly higher than their activity during the inter-stimulus stationary-164 grating period by paired t test (p < 0.01) 31 ; otherwise, it is considered to be non-visually evoked 165 (spontaneously active). Under this criterion, we found 62% of active CT neurons (792/1282, 10 mice) and 166 26% of active CP neurons (483/1876, 17 mice) to exhibit visually evoked responses, and focused our current 167 analysis on these visually responsive neurons.
168
Consistent with an earlier electrophysiological study 32 , we found CT neurons to select for grating 169 orientation and drifting direction ( Figure 4F ). We also found CP neurons whose activity depended on the 170 orientation and moving direction of the drifting gratings ( Figure 4G) . Color-coding the preferred 171 orientation of these orientation-selective (OS) neurons, we found a "salt-and-pepper" pattern in their tuning 172 maps for both CT and CP neurons (Figure 4C, 4E) , similar to superficial layers of mouse V1 33 . We also 173 explored the relationship between the tuning maps of the two groups of neurons. We labeled CP and CT 174 neurons with GCaMP6s and jRGECO1a 34 , respectively, using Cre-and FLPo-recombinase strategies 175 (Supplementary Figure 3A, 3B) , and performed calcium imaging on them simultaneously. OS tests did 176 not reveal obvious relationship between the tuning maps of CPs and CTs (Supplementary Figure 3C-3E) . 177 Comparing CP and CT neurons with visually evoked responses, we found a smaller proportion of CP 178 neurons to have orientation selectivity: whereas a remarkably high percentage (97%) of CT neurons were 179 OS (out of 796 CT cells from 10 mice), 71% of CPs were OS (out of 483 CP cells from 17 mice) ( Figure   180 4H). The same trend held for individual mice, with a significantly higher fraction of OS CT neurons than 181 CP neurons (CT: 0.97 ± 0.03, CP: 0.71 ± 0.22; median ± IQR; 10 CT and 17 CP mice; rank-sum tests, p < 182 0.001; Figure 4I ). 183 We quantified orientation selectivity of each cell with orientation-selectivity index (OSI) and global (Figure 4M ). However, we found more broadly tuned CP neurons (FWHM around 100°, e.g., ROI i 191 in Figure 4G ), which were absent from CT population. 
201
Using sparse-noise stimuli consisting of a pair of white and black squares randomly distributed on a 202 gray background, we also mapped the visual receptive fields of the CT and CP neurons in anesthetized 203 mice, using our previously published method 31 . Cells with defined receptive fields were found in both 204 groups (Supplementary Figure 4) . For CT neurons, out of 45 cells (n = 3 mice) that showed visually 205 evoked activity, we found well-defined RFs for 27 cells (i.e., 60%); For CP neurons, out of 71 cells (n = 5 206 mice) that had visually evoked activity, 21 cells were found to have RFs (i.e., 30%).
207
The existence of L6 CP neurons with visually evoked activity, selectivity towards visual features, and 208 well-defined receptive fields, as revealed by the calcium imaging experiments, suggested that L6 CP 209 neurons in the monocular V1 encode and transmit orientation, direction, as well as receptive field 210 information across the corpus callosum to contralateral cortex. A distinct population from the thalamus- While investigating the orientation selectivity of L6 neurons with drifting gratings, we discovered that the 220 calcium transients of 74% of active CP neurons (1393/1876 CP cells in 17 mice) were not synchronized 221 with stimulus presentation, thus appeared to be spontaneously active. In comparison, a much smaller 222 fraction of active CT neurons (38%, 486/1282 CT cells in 10 mice) exhibited such non-visually evoked 223 activity (Figure 5A) . Keeping the animal in the dark, we found that 83% of CP neurons (1351/1625 neurons 224 from 11 mice) were spontaneously active, a higher proportion than that of CT neurons (48%, 173/359 225 neurons from 5 mice) ( Figure 5B ). Furthermore, in the dark, the calcium transients of CP neurons have 226 higher amplitudes than CT neurons (mean ∆F/F% during the entire imaging session, median values: CP 227 14.7, 1351 neurons from 11 mice; CT 6.6, 173 neurons from 5 mice, p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum test;
228 Figure 5C ). 229 Next we imaged the same neurons with the mice first kept in the dark and then presented with drifting 230 grating stimuli. We identified CP and CT neurons that did not have visually evoked activity but only were Figure 5E ). Interestingly, even though these neurons did not exhibit 236 visually evoked activity, the spontaneous calcium transients of a large proportion of CP neurons (68%) 237 were strongly modulated by the presence of grating stimuli ( Figure 5D ): these CP neurons either increased 238 (29%) or decreased (40%) their mean ∆F/F by at least 2-fold when the animal transitioned from being in 239 the dark to being presented with grating stimuli. Although similar percentage (66%) of CT neurons had a 240 ≥2× change of their spontaneous activity level during the transition from dark to grating sessions, more of 241 them exhibited increasing mean ∆F/F% when grating stimuli were presented (51% with ≥2× activity gain 242 vs. 15% with ≥2× with activity reduction, Figure 5F ). By definition, such spontaneous activity was not 243 directly evoked by visual stimuli. The observed modulations by the stimulation condition, however, suggest 244 that they may reflect changes in the internal states that resulted from changes of the animal's sensory 245 perception. 246 We also found prominent differences in spontaneous activity of CP and CT neurons that showed Having discovered that L6 neurons exhibit strong spontaneous activity, we further investigated how their 259 activity was correlated with the arousal level of the animal. Given that pupil diameter is a well-established 260 measure of arousal level, with enlarged pupil correlating with heightened alertness 35 , we combined 261 simultaneous pupillometry recording with two-photon in vivo imaging of L6 neurons in the awake mouse 262 (Figure 6A) , where the mouse was first kept in the dark and then presented with drifting grating stimuli 263 ( Figure 6B) . 264 We first studied how pupil diameter was correlated with spontaneous activity in the dark (Figure 6C (medians: 0.25 for CT vs 0.08 for CP, 384 CT neurons from 5 mice and 456 CP neurons from 5 mice, p < 276 0.001, Mann-Whitney U test, Figure 6F ). 277 We then measured CT and CP neuronal activity during grating stimulation (Figure 6G-K Figure 6G and 6H) . Because CT and CP neurons may exhibit either visually evoked or 279 spontaneous activity during grating stimulation, we divided neurons into two populations based on whether 280 they showed visually evoked activity and separately studied their activity correlation with arousal. For 281 neurons with visually evoked activity, on both population and single-cell levels (Figure 6I and 6J) , CP 282 neurons were more likely to be positively correlated with arousal, whereas CT neurons' correlation with auditory information from the contralateral hemisphere, the transcallosal network described here can also 352 contribute to the contextual modulation of V1 by auditory signals 39, 40 .
353
The retrogradely transported rAAV2-retro also allowed us to express genetically encoded calcium 354 indicators in V1 CP neurons and study their visually evoked as well as spontaneous activity in awake mice 355 in vivo. With drifting grating stimuli, we found both CP and CT neurons with visually evoked responses 356 with some subtle but significant differences in their response properties: whereas almost all visually-driven 357 CT neurons were OS, about 70% of CP neurons were; CT neurons were more direction selective than CP 358 neurons; the fraction of visually responsive CT neurons that had well-defined receptive fields was also 359 about double that of the CP neurons (60% vs. 30%); both populations included sharply orientation-tuned 360 cells, although CP also included more broadly tuned neurons. Despite these differences, our experiments 361 indicate that, by encoding visual features such as orientation, direction, and receptive field, L6 CP neurons 362 convey information on the monocular visual field across corpus callosum into the contralateral hemisphere.
363
More distinct are the spontaneous activity patterns of CP and CT neurons. Investigating how their 364 activity related to arousal level, we found that in the dark, spontaneous population activity of NTSR1-365 positive CT neurons was strongly positively correlated with the arousal level of the mouse. Given that these 366 NTSR1-positive CT neurons are known to be directly depolarized and potently modulated by 367 acetylcholine 41 , in the absence of visual inputs the spontaneous activity that we observed in the dark was 368 likely strongly modulated and/or driven by the cholinergic inputs into V1. Upon drifting grating stimulation,
369
CT population activity correlation with arousal became significantly less than in the dark, possibly because 370 the strong visual inputs that they received from local V1 neurons reduced the influence of and thus the 371 correlation with cholinergic activity. Together with recent results where CT neurons were found to control 372 the gain of local visually evoked cortical activity 22 , our observation also suggests a functional pathway for 373 arousal level to modulate V1 activity.
374
Compared with CT neurons, the activity patterns for CP population were more dominated by 375 spontaneous activity. Both during drifting grating stimuli and with the mice kept in the dark, CP neurons 376 were much more likely than CT neurons to exhibit spontaneous activity (74% vs. 38% during grating 377 stimuli, 83% vs. 48% in the dark) with larger calcium transient magnitudes. The heightened spontaneous 378 activity of CP population may be explained by its presynaptic input pattern. Whereas CT and CP 379 populations both receive local V1 inputs, we found CP neurons to receive more long-range inputs from 380 higher cortical areas of the ipsilateral hemisphere, which are likely feedback in nature and known to target 381 deeper layers 42, 43, 44 . They also received cross-callosal cortical inputs via the extensive CP neuron network 382 described above. Given the beliefs that spontaneous activity is primarily driven by corticocortical 383 connections 45, 46, 47 and projections from higher cortical regions initiate spontaneous patterns in deep layers 384 20 of primary sensory cortex 48 , these additional sources of cortical inputs for CP neurons may account for their 385 heightened spontaneous firing.
386
These long-range cortical inputs may also cause CP neurons to have more diverse activity correlations 387 with brain states. Unlike CT neurons, whose spontaneous population activity in the dark was strongly 388 positively correlated with arousal, the spontaneous activity of the CP population in the dark may be 389 negatively, positively, or un-correlated with the arousal level, indicating more complex (e.g., multisensory, 390 higher cognitive) origins of forces that drive and modulate their spontaneous firing 49 . During grating 391 stimuli, the population activity of CP neurons becomes more positively correlated with arousal than in the 392 dark, suggesting a switch of cortical dynamics and brain state when the animal was exposed to strong 393 sensory stimulation.
394
For CT and CP neurons with spontaneous activity both in the dark and during grating stimuli, we found 395 that their activity, albeit not temporally synchronized with stimulus onsets and thus not directly visually 396 evoked, was modulated by the presence of the grating stimuli. These parallel the observations made in alert 397 macaque V1, where L6 were found to be the dominant spontaneously active layer both in the dark and in 398 the light, with the change of illumination condition modulating their firing rates 50, 51, 52 . Such changes of 399 spontaneous firing rate may encode the presence, timing, or luminance of a stimulus, as well as reflect the 400 associated shifts of the animal's cortical and behavioral states.
401
Previous studies indicated that spontaneous events often originate from infragranular layers then spread 402 upwards into superficial layers 48, 53 . In addition to leading to spontaneous activity in local V1 circuit and 403 ipsilateral cortical regions, CP neurons also convey information to contralateral hemisphere through the 404 corpus callosum, thus can influence cortical dynamics more globally. The exact functional roles of the 405 spontaneous activity observed by us are unknown. Nevertheless, with their visually driven as well as 406 spontaneous activity and given their extensive reciprocal network spanning multiple cortical areas in two 407 hemispheres, L6 CP neurons are the ideal candidates in broadcasting both visual and nonvisual information 408 globally, thus regulating and coordinating brain-wide activity events from sensory perception to memory 409 replay 54, 55, 56 . 445 For the labeling of CT and CP cells for calcium imaging, a 3.5-mm diameter craniotomy was first made 446 over left V1 of NTSR1-Cre and wildtype mice, respectively. Then 30 nl of virus-containing solution 447 (AAV2/1.syn.FLEX.GCaMP6s, 1× 10 13 infectious units per ml) was injected 0.6 mm below pia into left 448 V1 at four injection sites at the intersection points of the two left-right lines at Bregma -3.4 mm and -4.0 449 mm, and two anterior-posterior lines at 2.2 mm and 2.6 mm from the midline. For the labeling of CP 450 neurons, rAAV2-retro.syn.Cre (1× 10 13 infectious units per ml) was first injected into the contralateral V1 451 at the same coordinates, before craniotomy was performed. For dual-color imaging experiments, a 1:1 452 mixture of AAV2/1.CAG.FLEX.jRGECO1a and AAV2/1.CAG.FRT.GCaMP6s was injected into left V1 453 of NTSR1-Cre mice, and rAAV2-retro.syn.FLPo was injected into the right V1 of the same animal. After 454 the pipette was pulled out of the brain, a glass window made of a single coverslip (Fisher Scientific, no. 455 1.5) was embedded in the craniotomy and sealed in place with dental acrylic. A titanium headpost was then 456 attached to the skull with cyanoacrylate glue and dental acrylic. 
Viral injection and cranial window implantation for in vivo imaging

466
Visual stimuli were generated using custom-written codes. During visual stimulation, the luminance level 467 was kept constant. To measure orientation-tuning, full-field square gratings were presented in 12 directions 468 in a pseudorandom sequence for 12 s each, during which time each stimulus was static for the first and last 469 3 s and moving during the middle 6 s. Gratings had 100% contrast, 0.07 cycles per degree, and drifted at 470 26 degrees per second (i.e., a temporal frequency of ∼2 Hz). Each oriented grating was presented for a total 471 of ten trials. Two-photon imaging 479 All imaging experiments were carried out on head-fixed, awake mice, except data in Figure S4 , for which 480 mice were anesthetized for receptive field mapping. To habituate the mice to experimental handling, each 481 mouse was head-fixed onto the sample stage with its body restrained under a half-cylindrical cover, which 482 reduced struggling and prevented substantial body movements such as running. The habituation procedure 483 was started one week after surgery, repeated 3-4 times for each animal, and each time for 15-60 min.
484
Imaging was performed with two-photon fluorescence microscope 3-4 weeks after virus injection. Each The survival time before histological evaluation for mice injected with tracers (FG) and AAVs was one 500 week and three weeks, respectively. For mapping of presynaptic neurons, Cre-dependent AAVs encoding 501 rabies glycoprotein (G) and the avian virus receptor (TVA) were injected into mice with target cells 502 expressing Cre. Three weeks later, modified rabies virus (∆RV) encoding mCherry was injected into the 503 same mouse, resulting in the targeted infection of the previously labeled neurons, and subsequent trans-504 synaptic spread and expression of mCherry. The brain was fixed after 8 days post rabies virus injection.
505
For histological examination, mice were deeply anaesthetized with isoflurane and transcardially perfused 506 with PBS and then 4% paraformaldehyde (w/v). Brains were removed and post-fixed overnight in 4% 507 paraformaldehyde. Fixed whole brains were embedded in 4% agar and sliced with vibrating microtome 508 (V1200S, Leica) at the thickness of 100 μm for direct observation or 40 μm for immunostaining. We 509 performed immunostaining by application of primary antibodies (overnight): chicken-anti-GFP (Aves, 510 1:200) for GCaMP6s, or anti-GABA (Abcam, 1:200) to identify interneurons. After three washes for 5 min 511 each in PBS, secondary antibodies were applied along with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 1 hr. For secondary 512 24 antibodies, we used Alexa Fluro 488-conjugated donkey anti-chicken (Invitrogen, 1:500) or Alexa Fluro 513 594-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit (Invitrogen, 1:500). All brain slices were mounted in Vector Shield 514 mounting solution. Coronal images were acquired via a stereomicroscope at low zoom (2-4×), at high zoom 515 with Zeiss ApoTome.2 (20×/0.8NA, optical section step of 0.5 μm), or on a confocal microscope (Zeiss 516 LSM 800, 63×/1.4 NA oil immersion, optical section step of 0.5 μm). For rabies tracing, cells were 517 manually counted on individual coronal slices with the brain region determined using a standard mouse 518 brain atlas 58 . We counted 282±56, 409±76, and 242±42 mCherry (+) cells (mean ± s.e.m.) when CT, CP, 519 and L4 pyramidal cells were starter cells, respectively. 
528
We calculated the mean of the ΔF/F values that were 99% or above in the calcium transient distribution 529 of each ROI during an imaging session. A neuron was considered active if this mean value of its 530 corresponding ROI was above 50%. We compared this criterion with our previously used one (the 531 maximum of mean ΔF/F during the presentation of visual stimuli was above 10% 57 ) on data of CT neurons 532 in the drifting grating sessions (1503 cells, 10 mice). We found very similar percentages of active neurons 533 (85.3% versus 83.6%, new versus old criterion), suggesting that the two criteria were equivalent in 534 identifying active neurons. Since the new criterion allowed the evaluation of spontaneous activity, we used 535 this criterion throughout our analysis. Of 2066 CP cells outlined from 17 mice, 1876 (90.8%) were active.
536
A neuron was considered as visually-evoked if its activity during at least one visual stimulus was 537 significantly higher than their activity during the inter-stimulus period by paired t test (P < 0.01) 31 . Under 538 this criterion, the percentages of visually-evoked neurons among all active neurons were: CT 62%, 539 796/1282, 10 mice; CP 26%, 483/1876, 17 mice. 
